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Introduction

The lackof statistical literacy thatprevails inpatients andhealthprofessionals are responsible forunne-
cessary and sometimesharmfulmedical procedures, overdiagnosis andovertreatment [1].Basic statistical
literacy forphysicians, nursesandpatients is requiredso that correct assessmentof risksandbenefits canbe
carriedout.This is oftennot the case, and theproblem is compoundedwhen the lackof statistical literacy is
added to the skewed transmission of information carried out by health authorities, pharmaceutical com-
panies,medical journals, pamphlets, websites andmedia [1]. The correct interpretation of the information
is required so that an informeddecision can take place.
Often, the benefits are widespread as the relative risk reduction without the baseline risk. When the

baseline risk is known, it is necessary to compute the absolute risk reduction to allow a judicious decision
making.
In order to ascertain whether health professionals and the population in general correctly handle the

information when it is communicated as the relative risk reduction together with the baseline risk, a ques-
tion very similar to one already asked by [2] was placed in a questionnaire for a period of 3months and 10
days at the year 2019.
The first part of the question ascertainswhether health professionals and the general population knows

how to compute the new risk of dying after taking a drug, from the relative risk reduction and the baseline
risk.
The secondpart of the questionwas asked tofindoutwhether health professionals and the general pop-

ulation know that to reduce the overall risk of death from different causes, it is necessary to identify the
cause inwhich the absolute risk reduction is higher and knowhow to compute it.

Methods

The questionnairewas distributed through socialmedia and respondents were asked to share it, so that
the answers could grow like a snowball.Anonymitywas guaranteed to all respondents and only the identi-
fication of the professional groupwas not optional.The question studiedwas:
Mrs.Madalena is informed that she runs a 28 in 1000 risk of dying from cancer and a 40 in 1000 risk of

dying from a heart attack.Mrs.Madalena's physician tells her that a new drug ‘Cancrex’will decrease her
riskof dying fromcancer by50%.Another newdrug, ‘Enfartex’will decreaseher riskof dying fromaheart
attackby40%.She canonly take oneof the drugs.Mrs.Madalenadecided to take the drug 'Enfartex'.What
is nowher risk of dying fromaheart attack? a)16 in 1000; b) 20 in 1000, c) 24 in 1000 and d) 30 in 1000
Assuming that the safety and price of the two drugs described in the previous question are the same,

which drug do you suggestMrs.Madalena to take?A)Enfartex;B)Cancrex
The relative risk reductions and the baseline risks are given. Doing the computations, the absolute risk

reductionofdying fromcancer taking ‘Cancrex’is14 in1000, and theabsolute risk reductionofdying from
heart attack taking ‘Enfartex’is 16 in1000.So, thenewrisksofdyingare14 in1000and24 in1000 respect-
ively. To answer the second part of the question one has to compare the absolute risk reductions for cancer
and heart attack. Since 'Enfartex' leads to an absolute risk reduction of death by 16 in 1000, the right choice
would be ‘Enfartex’.Although the relative risk reduction of death taking ‘Enfartex’is smaller, the baseline
risk is higher.The computationsmust be performed to pick the correct choice.

Results

There were 485 answers, of which 154 (31.8%) were from physicians, 142 (29.3%) from nurses and
189 (39.0%) from the general population.
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The results for the first part of the question are depicted in Figure1. The correct option was chosen by
59.7% of physicians, 40.8% of nurses and 38.1% of the general population. The second most common
answer,whichmaysuggest a confusion in the interpretationofwhatwas requested,was that of '16 in1000',
which reflects the absolute risk reduction of dying from a heart attack and not the new risk after taking the
drug.Thedifferencesbetween the fouroptionsavailable, forphysicians,nursesand thegeneralpopulation,
proved to be statistically significant ( ). The data show that physicians are the
oneswhobest compute the requested risk.
Again, for the secondpart of thequestion, physiciansproved tobe themost capable toperform thebasic

calculations to pick the correct option, with 76.6% correct answers, followed by nurses with 67.6% and
finallyby thegeneral populationwith57.1%(Figure2).Thedifferencesbetween the twooptions, for phys-
icians, nurses and the general population,were statistically significant ( ).

Figure 1 - Answers, by profession, to the first part of the question. Figure 2 - Answers, by profession, to the second part of the question.

Discussion and conclusion

The data show that physicians are the oneswho best compute the new risk of dying after taking a drug,
knowing the relative risk reduction and the baseline risk. The nurses have a poorer performance and very
similar to the performance of the general population.
Also, physicians seem to understand that to quantify the reduction of the risk of death, it is necessary to

know the absolute risk reduction, followed by nurses. Nevertheless, the statistical literacy must be
improved amongboth health professionals and patients. Statistical educationmust be reinforced.
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